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The Murnaghan-Nakayama rule is a combinatorial rule for computing sym- 
metric group characters. It has recently been extended to compute Iwahori-Hecke 
algebra characters and Brauer algebra characters. It is proved using the fact that 
the symmetric group ~f and the general linear group GL(r, C) centralize ach other 
on the tensor space @f  V of f copies of the natural representation V of GL(r, C). 
This tensor space contains the polynomial representations of GL(r, C). The mixed 
tensor space T'~'n=(@ " V)®(@" V*), where V* is the dual to V, contains the 
rational representations of GL(r, C). When r ~> m + n, its centralizer is the complex 
algebra N~,,n which is a subalgebra of the Brauer algebra N~,+~. If we let Vq= 
V®C(q), then T~'n= (@m Vq)®(@" V*) contains the rational representations 
of the quantum group qlq(gl(r, C)), and when r>>.m+n its centralizer is the two- 
parameter Iwahori-Hecke algebra H~,,(q). We derive a combinatorial rule for 
computing N,~,, n-characters and H~, ,(q)-characters, and use it to compute charac- 
ter tables. The Murnaghan-Nakayama rules for Y,~ and the Iwahori-Hecke algebra 
Hm(q) are obtained as the special case when n = 0. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
A sequence 2 = (21, 22, ..., 2t) ~ Z t is a partition i f  "~1 ~ }~2 ~ "'" ) 2t ~ 0. 
The length / (2 )  of  2 is the largest i such that  2 i > 0. I f  21 + 22 + .-. + 2t =f ,  
then 2 is a part i t ion  of  f wh ich  denote  by 2 ~- f  Cor respond ing  to a part i -  
t ion 2 ~- f  is its Ferrers diagram F(2)  hav ing f boxes with 2i boxes in the 
i th row for i = 1 ..... l(2). A rim hook of length k in 2 is a sequence ~ of  k 
boxes a long the south-east  boundary  of  F(2)  such that  any two consecut ive 
boxes in ~ share a common edge and the remova l  of  ~ f rom F(2)  results 
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in the diagram of another partition. The rim hooks of length 3 in 2 = 
(5, 4, 3) are illustrated by the dots in the example below. 
If P=(P~,P2,---,Pt) I-f, then a g-rim hook tableau F of shape 2 is a 
sequence of partitions F=(2(~=2,2(t-1), . . . ,2(°~=~), such that for 
1 ~<i~ t, F(2 (~-~) is obtained from F(2 (i~) by removing a rim hook ~. of 
length p~. The weight of F is 
t 
wt(F)= H ( -1 )  r(¢')-' (0.1) 
i=1  
where r(~i) denotes the number of rows in 4;. 
Let ~ denote the symmetric group on f letters. The irreducible represen- 
tations of ~y and its conjugacy classes are indexed by partitions 2 F-f For 
p, 2 }--f, let ?, denote a representative of the p th conjugacy class of ~ ,  and 
let X~ denote the character of the irreducible @representation labeled by 
2. The Murnaghan-Nakayama rule (see [Mac l) states that 
z~(~,~) = Y~ wt(r), (0.2) 
F 
where the sum is over all g-rim hook tableaux F of shape 2. 
Let q be an indeterminate over C, and let C(q) denote the field of 
rational functions. The Iwahori-Hecke algebra Hf(q) is a q-deformation of 
the group algebra C[~]  of the symmetric group defined over C(q) by 
generators 1, gl, ..., gf- 1 and relations 
(B1) gigj=gjgi, if [ i - j[  > 1, 
(B2) gi+lgigi+l=glgi+lgi, 
(IH) g2=(q-1)g~+q.  
Recently, Ram [R1] gave a combinatorial rule for computing H/(q)- 
characters that is a q-analog of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule for ~.  
The Murnaghan-Nakayama rule for ~f is proved using the duality 
between ~f and the complex general linear group GL(r, C) on tensor space. 
Let V= C r be the natural representation of GL(r, C). Then T/= @f  V is 
both a GL(r, C)-module and a module for ~f, which acts on T f by place 
permutation. Schur [Scl, Sc2] proved that when r>~f the group algebra 
C[~f] and the algebra generated by GL(r, C) on T f are full centralizers of 
each other. The algebras of this paper are the centralizers for "mixed ten- 
sor" representations of GL(r, C) and its quantum deformation. Let V* be 
the dual space to V. The tensor space T re'n= (@m V)@(@n V*) is also 
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a completely reducible GL(r, C)-module whose irreducible summands are 
rational GL(r, C)-modules. The centralizer algebra of GL(r, C) on T "~' ~ has 
been described by [Koi]  and [BCHLLS].  When r >1 m +n, [BCHLLS]  
proves that this centralizer is a semisimple subalgebra .~ , .  of the Brauer 
algebra ~,+. ,  which was introduced in [Br] to describe the centralizer 
of the action of the orthogonal group O(r, C) on Tm'". We prove a 
Murnaghan-Nakayama rule for the rational centralizer algebra N~,.  and 
give it a q-extension to a two-parameter Hecke algebra H~m, ~(q) defined by 
Kosuda [ Kos ]. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes the algebras 
H~m,.(q) and N~,~ and the r-staircases which index their irreducible 
representations and character classes. In Section 2, we discuss q-rational 
symmetric functions. In Section 3, we derive a rule (Corollary 3.4) for 
multiplying rational Schur functions and power symmetric functions and 
use it to establish a "q-rational" Murnaghan-Nakayama rule (Theorem 3.5) 
for computing irreducible H~,~(q) and N~,.-characters. Section 4 displays 
character tables for Hrm,.(q) which specialize upon setting q= 1 to the 
character tables for ~ ,  ~. 
For rET/+ 
~l~q = 1, and 
1. TrtE ALGEnRAS H~, .(q) AND N~m, ." 
W{0}, the Gauss polynomial ~r~q is given by ~0~q=0, 
~r~q- - l - -q r=qr - l  +qr -2  + "" +q+l .  
1--q 
Define H"m,,,(q ) to be the C(q)-algebra generated by 1, gl,---, gin-l ,  e, 
g*, -.., gn*- 1 subject o the relations 
(B1) gi&=gjgi, if ]i-j[ > 1 (Bl*)g*g* =g'g*, if [i-j] > 1 
~B2.~ , _.0. (B2) gi+lgeg~+l =gigi+lgi . lgi+x,5i ~i+1 =g*g*+lg* 
(H) g2=(q-1)g~+q (H*)g*2=(q-1)g*+q 
(HH) gig*=gTg~ 
(KI) egi=gie , for l<~i<~rn--2 (KI*) egT=g*e, for 2<~j<~n-1 
(K2) eg,. le=qre (K2*)eg*e=q~e 
(K3) e 2 = [r~q e 
(K4) , - 1  -1  :1. _ - i  , _ , - 1  - , g,~-lgl eg,,-lgle--eg~_lgie--eg,,_lgl eg~ lgl. 
I fm = 0 or n = 0, then we omit the generator e and its corresponding relations. 
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=q~- I  r For q0EC, le t  ~r~q o q_q~-2q_ ... +qo+ 1. Then Hm, n(qo ) is the 
C-algebra subject to the H~,,n(q)-relations with qo in place of q. When 
def 
qo = 1, we let H~,,n = H~,,n(1 ). Whenever ~>m +n, the algebras H~, n and 
Hrm, n(q) are semisimple with dimension (m + n)! and have the same decom- 
position into full matrix rings. The algebra H~,,,n was first studied in 
[BCHLLS] where it is defined as an algebra with a basis of (m+n)! 
diagrams and a diagram multiplication. Kosuda [Kos] defined the 
q-extension H~m,,(q), and [Ha] gives H~,n(q) a diagrammatic description. 
In [BCHLLS] it is shown that when r ~> m + n, the algebra H~,~ is the full 
centralizer of GL(r, C) on mixed tensor space T m' n = ( @ m V) (~ ( @ n V). 
In [Kos] it is shown that when r>~m+n, the algebra H~m,n(q) is the full 
centralizer of the quantum group qlq(gl(r, C)) on its mixed tensor space 
(@ M V® C(q)) @ (@" V@ C(q)) (see [Kos ] or [ Ha] for details). 
Note that, when n = 0, the generators 1, gl, ..., gin-1 are subject only to 
the braid relations (B1) and (B2) and the Iwahori-Hecke relation (IH), so 
H~.o(q) is isomorphic to the Iwahori-Hecke algebra Hm(q). Similarly, 
when m =0, the generators 1, g~', ...g* are subject only to (BI*), (B2*), 
and (H*), so Hro. n(q) is isomorphic to Hn(q -1 ). In H~,,,~, we let si denote 
gi and s* denote g*. The Iwahori-Hecke relations become s i2 = 1 and 
(S* )2=1,  SO that 1, S1,. . . ,Sm_ 1 generate the symmetric group 5~m on m 
letters, and 1, s*, ..., sn_ 1 . generate the symmetric group 5~ on n letters. 
An r-staircase is a sequence of integers 7= (71, 7e ..... Yr) ~ 77~ such that 
71~>72~ > "'" ~>Tr. The positive integers 71,72 .... ,7~ and the negative 
integers 7j, Tj+l ..... ?r of the r-staircase Y determine partitions 7+= 
(71, 72, ..., 7g) and 7 -=( -7~, -7~-1 , . . . , -T j ) .  We let A m'" denote the 
r-staircases for which there exists an integer k with 0 ~< k ~< min(m, n) such 
that 7 + ~(m-k)  and 7 F (n -k ) .  The irreducible H~,,.~ and Hrm,,(q)- 
representations are indexed by elements of A m'n (see [BCHLLS] and 
[Kos]). 
In [Ha],  special bases of H~,n(q) and H[,,,~ are constructed which 
separate into classes labeled by the r-staircases in A m'~ on which characters 
are constant. These classes are analogous to the conjugacy classes in the 
symmetric group ~f which are labeled by partitions 2 }-f. A set of 
representatives of these classes can be described as follows. For each 
positive integer k, let 7k and 7" be the permutation i 6ek denoted, in cycle 
notation, by 7k = (k, k-1  ..... 1) and 7~ = (1, 2 ..... k). For any partition 
~=(~1, a i , . . . ,~t)Fro ' ,  where m'<,m, there is a natural embedding of 
C[~]®C[6e~2]  ®-.-®C[6e~,] into C[6em] under which we view the 
element 7= = 7~, ® 7~2 ® "'" ® 7~, as the element of C[ 6em] given, in cycle 
notation, by 
y~= (0~1, 0~1 - -  1 . . . .  , 1)(0~1 + 0~2, 0~1 + 0~2 - -  1 . . . . .  0q+l ) . . .  (1.1) 
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I f /?=(/?~, . . . , /~)~n'  with n'~n, then there is an analogous embedding 
of C [~]  ®C[~2]  ®- . .  ®C[~J  into C[~]  which allows us to view 
7~-  * -~® ... ®y~a®7~ as the element of C[~,]  given by 
)1~ . . . .  (/~1 + 1, 13~ + 2 . . . . .  fi~ ~-/~2)(1,  2 .. . . .  /~1 )" (1.2) 
If ?~ =s~s~2...si, is a reduced expression (i.e., I is minimal) for ~,  then we 
lift it to Ty~ = g~g~2""g~ E H~, ~(q). It is well-known that Ty~ is independent 
of the reduced expression for 7~. Furthermore, we lift a reduced expression 
7~ = ~*s*. • • ~* to , - ~g, 1 , - -  1 r ~ ]z ~* T~ = gj~ ja "" "g), ~ Hm, n(q)" 
For 1 <<.i<<.m--1 and 2<.j<.n, define e~,]=(g~...gm_~)(g*l ~...g* ~) 
e(g* g*_ 1)(g~t_ 1 -~ . . . . . .  g~ ), and for 1 ~< h ~ min(m,n), let e®~= 
eem-l, 2em 2,3'"em (h - -1 ) ,h"  For ~eA~'",  we let y~e~r , ,  and 
T~ e H~,,(q) be given by 
7~ = 7~+ ® e®h® ?,~'- and Ty~=Ty~+®e®h®T~ , (1.3) 
where ~+ is in 5P m and y¢_ is in .9°~. 
THEOREM 1.4 [Ha].  Any irreducible character XCr of ~r  is com- 
~m,  n m,  r~ 
pletely determined by the values Z%~ (d~), and any character ~ of 
H~,,(q) is completely determined by t[ie values Z~,,  ( Tu~ ). Z H~,, 
Thus, for ~,?,eA m'" we let Z~r (~) denote the value Z~tr (Tu~) and 
y n m n 
Xe, (~) denote the value Z~ (d~). Now assume that r ~> m ~:n, and let 
, ,Am,  n . + ~m.n  + t )~,(e ~ withy t - (m-k)  and), ~- (n -k )  and~ ~-m =(m-h)  and 
~- ~-n '=(n-h) .  In [Ha] it is shown that 
ZHk (()=0, if h>k, and 
ZYHk (~) = [[r]]qZ~_,,, ,(~) if O<h4k.  
(1.4) 
y Thus, it suffices to compute ZHk(~ ) only in the cases where ~+ F-m and 
- ~- n (i.e., h = 0). 
2. q-RAT IONAL SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
The diagram of an r-staircase y is constructed by rotating F(7- ) by 
180 degrees and placing it below and just to the left of F(7+). We then 
separate the two diagrams by a column of r -  10/+) - I(7- ) empty rows. 
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In this paper, we make no distinction between 7 and its diagram. For 
example, 
I IJ 
~, = (5, 3, o, -2 ,  -3 )  = 
It should be noted that any pair of partitions #=( /z  1, ..-,/~l(~)) and 
v = (Va, ..., vt(v)) with l(#) + l(v) <<. r determines an r-staircase 
- de f  0,0 , . .~ ,  --V2,--Vl) , (2.1) [~, v/~= (#~,/z2 ..... /~1(~), .. -vl(~) .... , 
r - l (~)  - l (v )  
where the partitions have been separated by r - l(It) + l(v) zeros. 
Fix a partition 2 with /(2)~ r. A semistandard tableau ~ of shape 2 is 
a filling in of the boxes of 2 with entries from { 1, ..., r} in such a way that 
the rows of ~ are non-decreasing from left to right and the columns of 
are strictly increasing from top to bottom. Let x r={x l ,  ...,xr} be 
independent, commuting variables. The weight of Y-~ is the monomial 
xrJ-~.= x~ x.. . xrt~, where ti is the number of i's contained in ~.  The Schur 
function sx(xr) is defined to be S~(Xr)=S~(Xl, ..., Xr)=Y.~-~Xf x where the 
sum is taken over all semistandard tableaux ~ of shape 2. 
If y is an r-staircase and s e 7/, let ~ + s denote the r-staircase given by 
+ s = (7~ + s, )'2 + s, ..., ?Jr + S). Then the r-staircase 7 - )'~ is a partition 
having l(y-),~)~<r. For each r-staircase 7, define the rational Schur 
function s~ to be 
s~(x~) = (xl .... , xr) y~ se_,~(xl, ..., x~) = x~s~_~(xr). (2.2) 
Stembridge [St] proves that sv is the character of the rational GL(r, C)- 
representation indexed by y in the sense that if g ~ GL(r, C) has eigenvalues 
e~ .... , e ,  then the character of ~b~ evaluated at g is given by sy(ea .... , e~). It 
follows from (2.2) that 
sy(x~)=xts~_,(x~) for all tET/, (2.3) 
Stembridge [ St] gives an analogous definition of rational Schur func- 
tions in terms of semistandard rational tableaux. Fix an r-staircase )J. Then 
a rational tableau ~ of shape y is a filling in of the boxes of ), with entries 
from {1,...,r}. We let ¢-~- and ~--~- denote the filling in of 7 + and y- ,  
respectively. By convention, the rows of 7 are numbered 1, 2, ..., r from top 
to bottom, the columns in )~+ are numbered 1,2, ..., ~a reading from left to 
right, and the columns in y -  are numbered -1 ,  -2  ..... -~  reading right 
to left. We let ~( i , j )  denote the element in the ith row and j th  column of 
the tableau ~-~. The tableau @ is semistandard if:
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(1) The rows of Y-+ are non-decreasing left to right and the columns 
are strictly increasing top to bottom, 
(2) The rows of Y-~- are non-decreasing right to left and the columns 
are strictly increasing bottom to top, 
~-- - _  . (3) (compatibility)[{j:Y'+('~ ,j, 1)~<i}1 + I{J: ~(#, -1)~<i} l  ~< 
i, for l~ i~r .  
Notice that condition (1) implies that the tableau Y-+ is semistandard, and 
condition (2) implies that the tableau Y-~- is semistandard after a rotation 
• • 3-~ 9-+ 9-~ • 
of 180 degrees. Assign the weight xr = xr /x~ to the rational tableau J~. 
Rational Schur functions are written in terms of semistandard rational 
tableaux as s~(x~ - ~-, ) Zg-, x  where the sum is taken over all semistandard 
rational tableaux of shape ~ ([ St ], see also [ Koi], [ Ki] ). It follows from this 
definition that if 7-- [ ~25, 7- ]  ~ is a rational staircase with only non-positive 
entries, then sy(x~) = sy-(xT1), where the second term is the Schur function in 
the variables Xr  -1  = {X l  1 . . . .  , Xr-1}. We conclude from this and (2.3) that 
Sy(Xr)=(XlX2"''Xr)Trsy_yr(Xr)=(XlX2"''Xr)Ylsy,(Xrl), (2.4) 
where 7* is the partition constructed by rotating 7-)~1 by 180 degrees. 
Equation (2.4) is very useful in translating results known for polynomial 
GL(r, C)-representations to rational GL(r, C)-representations. 
For positive integers k, the k th-power symmetric function p~ (x~) is given by 
Pk(X~) = Xl k + x2 k+ .-. + x~. Ram [ R1 ] gives the following q-extension ofpk, 
f ie (x~;  q )  = ~ qe(lO(q_ 1)L(~ xi~xi2...xi~ 
I=  ( i l  . . . . .  ik) 
(2.5) 
where the sum is over all weakly increasing sequences I = { ii ~< i2 ~< ""  ~< ik } 
with ije {1 ..... r}, and E(I)= I{1 <~j<k] ij=ij+~}l and L ( / )=  I{1 <--.j<k[ 
i]< ij+l}[ count the number of "equals" and "less thans" in the sequence. 
Note that pk(xr)=fik(xr; 1). 
We extend fik and Pk to all k e 2 by letting fi0(xr; q) = 1, and for integers 
k<0,  letting fik(x~;q)=fi ~,(x 1;q - l )  Then for the r-staircase 5, define 
_ de f_  _ _ - -  he  f r  - , t 
P~ = P~P¢2"" "P~ and p~(x~) = p ctx~; 1). 
In [Ha],  the following formula for H~m,,(q) is proved. It is a q-rational 
extension of the Frobenius formula for symmetric group characters. 
[r?qhfi¢(xr;q)= Z Z~;., (5) Sr(Xr), (2.6) 
where 5~A7"" with 5 + ? (m-h)  and 5- ?(n-h) .  
Remark 2.7. When r>>.m +n, the set of representations indexed by 
7 ~ Am'n forms the complete set of irreducible representations of ~ .  ,, and 
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H~, n(q)- When rl, r 2 ~> m + n, there is a bijection between A m'nr~ and Arm2 'n 
given by sending y= [e, fl]r, to [~, fl]~2" That is, we simply adjust the 
number of zero rows of 7. When r < m + n, the elements of A m' ~ correspond 
to irreducible N~,.-modules and H~,.(q)-modules but do not form a 
complete set (see [Ha]) .  
3. THE q-RATIONAL MURNAGHAN-NAKAYAMA RULE 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
The dots 
hook. In 
hook. 
Here we produce the algorithm for computing Z~r (() and Z~r ((). 
Given an r-staircase 7, the boundary of y + is the ~ei of edges i~i" the 
diagram of ~ + at the right end of its rows and the bottom of its columns. 
The boundary of y -  is the set of edges at the left end of its rows and the 
top of its columns. The boundary of ~ is the union of the boundaries of ? + 
and 7 together with the vertical edge that represents the empty rows. The 
possible locations of boxes in a diagram, whether or not a box is drawn 
there, are called cells. We remove a cell from ~ by either deleting the box 
if the cell contains a box or by adding a box if the cell is empty. 
Let k e 77. If k >~ 0 (respectively, k < 0), then a k- r im hook  in ~ in ~ is a 
sequence of [k] cells along the left (respectively, right) side of the boundary 
of 7 such that 
any two consecutive cells in ~ share an edge, 
contains no 2 x 2 blocks of cells, and 
the removal of the cells of ~ results in another -staircase. 
in Figure 1 illustrate, respectively, a 7-rim hook and a ( -5 ) - r im 
each case, the second staircase is the result of removing the rim 
If k > 0 and y is a partition, then a k-rim hook is the same as a rim hook 
(or skew hook) for partitions (see [Mac]).  
For i=  1, ..., d, let kis77 be a sequence of integers that are either all 
positive or all negative, and let k=Z~=l  kl. A sequence 0 = (~1, ..., ~a) of 
rim hooks (starting from the bottom) in ?:, where ~ is a k~-rim hook, is a 
-N 
FIG. 1. Removal of rim hooks. 
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k-broken rim hook if for 1 ~< i , j  <~ d the rim hooks ~i and ~j do not share 
a common edge. Let n(~) = d denote the number of rim hooks in ~. The 
next example illustrates the ( -8) -broken rim hook ~ where n (~)= 3 and 
kl = -3 ,  k2= -2 ,  and k3 = -3 .  
Note that ~ is a k-rim hook if and only if n(~ k) = 1. 
Let r(~) and c(~) denote the number of rows and columns in the k-rim 
hook ~, respectively. The weight of a k-broken rim hook ff = (~1, ..-, ~a) is 
n(4,) 
wt(~/; q) = (q~-- 1) n(~0)-I F[ (--1) r(~i)-I qe(C(~i)--l) (3.1) 
i= I  
where e = 1 if k > 0, and e = - 1 if k < 0. By convention, the weight of the 
0-broken rim hook, Z;, is wt(~;  q) = 1. Note that when q = 1 the weight of 
is zero unless ~ is a rim hook, i.e., it is unbroken. The weight of the 
( -8) -broken rim hook shown above is (q 1 1)2 ( -1 )  q- lq - lq -2 .  
If 7 and 6 are r-staircases and if 7 is obtained from fi by removing a 
k-broken rim hook ~/, then we write fi/? = ~/and say that 6/y is a k-broken 
rim hook. In the case where ~ = fi, we have ~/7 = ~-  Observe that if ~/7 is 
a k-broken rim hook, then 
(c~+j) / (7+j)=f i /7  for all j~Z.  (3.2) 
In particular wt((~ +J)/(7 +J); q) = wt(~/~/). 
The proof of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule requires the following 
important result of Ram [R1] (see also [HR]) .  
THEOREM 3.3. Let v be a partition with l(v) <, r, and let k e Z +. Then 
fik (xr; q) Sv(Xr ) = ~ wt(2/v; q) s;o (x r ) 
2 
where the sum is over all partitions 2 such that 2/v is a k-broken rim hook. 
Theorem 3.3 extends to r-staircases as follows. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let 7 be an r-staircase, and let k ~ Z, then 
fik(x~; q) sz(xr) = ~ wt(fi/7; q) s~(x~), 
where the sum is over all r-staircases fi such that 0/7 is a k-broken rim hook. 
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Proof When k = 0, the result holds vacuously with ~ = ~, so assume 
first of all that k > 0. Then 
/~k(Xr; q) Sy(X~) = (Xl ' ' '  Xr)erfik(X~; q) ST_?)r(Xl , . . .  , Xr) by (2.4) 
=(xl . . .xr) '~wt(2/(7- -7~);q)s)o(x~) by (3.3) 
2 
=~ wt((2+7~)/~; q)s;~+y~(x~), by (3.2) and (2.4), 
2 
where the sum is over partitions 2 with l(2)~< r, such that (2 +7~)/7 is a 
k-broken rim hook. This is equivalent to summing over all r-staircases 
such that ~/7 is a k-broken rim hook, so the result holds whenever k ~> 0. 
Now assume k<0.  Then, recalling from (2.4) that 7* is the partition 
obtained by rotating 7 -  7~ by 180 degrees, we have 
fik(x~; q) s~(x~) = (Xl... Xr) yl A~ k(xrl; q- l )  Sy. (X71 ) 
= (Xl.. .x~)~Y~ wt(~/7,; q-~) s~(x;-1), 
2 
by (2.4) 
by (3.3) 
where the sum is over partitions 2, with l(2) ~< r, such that 2/7, is a ( -k ) -  
broken rim hook. Upon rotating this picture by 180 degrees, we see that 
this is equivalent o summing over all r-staircases fi such that fi/7 is a 
k-broken rim hook. The result follows as above, since wt(2/7, ;q-~)= 
wt(~/7; q) and (xl . . .x~) yl sx(x; -~) =sa(xr). | 
Let ~, 7 ~ Am'n with ~+ [ -m and ~- ~-n. Inductively define sequences me 
and n iby  mr--m and nr=n, me l=me- (e  and ni_l=neif(e>~O, and 
me 1 = me and n i_ 1 = ni + (e if (e < 0. Then a (-broken rim hook tableau F 
of shape ?~ is a sequence of r-staircases 
F= (~(~ = 7, ~('-1~, ..., 7(1~, 7(o~= Z)  
such that 7(i)EA m''ni and 7(i)/7 (;-~) is a ~i-broken rim hook for each 
1 ~< i ~< t. The weight of F is given by 
wt(F; q) = ~I wt(7(~)/7 (e- 1~; q). 
e=l 
For example, if ~= (5, 3, -3 ,  -4 )  and 7--(4, -1 ,  - l ,  -1 ) ,  then Fig. 2 
illustrates a l-broken rim hook tableau F of shape 7 with wt(F; q)-- 
( ( -  1) q3). ((q__ 1) q). ( ( -  1) q 1). (q3). In each staircase, the dots repre- 
sent the broken rim hook that is removed to obtain the previous taircase. 
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7 (0) E A °'° 
FIG. 2. A (5, 3, -3, -4)-broken rim hook tableau of shape (4, -1, -1, -1). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let r >~m + n, and let ~ e A m'" with ~.+ ~-m and ~- [-n. 
Then the H~,,(q)-character Z~;,, (~) is given by 
z'.r,,..( = Y, wt( r; q), 
F 
where the sum is over all l-broken rim hook tableaux I" of shape 7. 
Proof Let k be the maximal index with ~k ¢ 0 (thus, k = r if n ~ 0). Let 
be the r-staircase obtained from ~ by removing (k and adding another 
zero row between (+ and ( - .  If ~k < 0, let m'= m and n '= n + (k, and if 
~k ~> 0, let m'= m-  ~k and n '= n. Then we have 
2 ZYHrr, n(q)(~) ST(Xr) =fi~(Xr; q) 
?~Ar m,n 
by (2.6) 
=fi~(xr; q)fick(x~; q) 
= .~Hr, n,(~) SS(Xr) J~k(Xr; q) 
= F, wt(7/5; q) s,(xr), 
SEA'S"" 
by Corollary 3.4 
by (2.6) 
where the last sum is over all r-staircases 7 such that 7/6 is a ~k-broken rim 
hook. Since the s~ are linearly independent (see [Koi]) ,  we can compare 
coefficients of %(xr) on both sides to obtain 
, q) ZH~., ,(~), (3.6) 
~eAm', ; 
where the sum is over all r-staircases 6 e A m''" such that 7/6 is a ~k-broken 
rim hook. i f  ~ = ~,  then m' = 0 and n' = 0, since we started with ~ + [- m 
and ~- [- n. In this case, we have X~, (~)  = 1. If ~¢  ~,  then we repeat 
the process on X~; (C) with the bott°6~n-most non-empty row of C. Note 
that at any stage, if there does not exist a 6 such that 7/6 is a 6k-broken 
staircase, then the contribution from this summand is zero. | 
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? 
(q-l_ 1) • (q-l_ 1) • q-lm~ 
l i 1 
(-1) • (q) • • 
(1,0, FIG. 3. Computing X~32-1)((2, 0, -2)).  
To calculate Y XH;,, ,(q)(() we remove all possible G-broken rim hooks from 
7, and from the resulting r-staircases, trip away all possible (r-1-broken 
rim hooks, and so on. At some point it will either be impossible to remove 
a broken rim hook of the right size (in which case, the contribution of the 
summand is zero) or we will have reaced z XHE0(~)=I .  To compute 
X~;,, ((), we let q= 1 in Theorem 3.5, and therefore sum over all (-rim 
hook tableau (unbroken) of shape 7. Figure 3 illustrates the procedure with 
.(1, 0, the computation of X/_/32-1)((2, 0 , -2 ) ) .  In the example, we stop the 
process whenever the number of boxes in 7 (o is greater than the number of 
boxes in ( yet to be removed from 7- 
Remark 3.7. If r >~ m + n and 7 and ( are as in Theorem 3.5, then it is 
not difficult to see that removing a k-rim hook from 7 is done by either 
removing a k-rim hook from 7 + or by removing a k-rim hook from 7-. 
Therefore the values X~;., ( ( )  and Z~;., ( ( )~  are independent of r, whenever 
r>~m+n. 
4. TABLES 
The author has written a Maple program that uses (3.6) to inductively 
r r compute Hm,,(q)-characte s. The following are the character tables for the 
algebras H r l(q), gr  1, 2,1(q), Hr3, o(q), H~,2(q), where we assume r>.m+n.  
Setting q = 1 gives the corresponding N~, n-character table. When denoting 
partitions, we abbreviate repeated parts k, k ..... k with i factors by U. 
A q-RATIONAL MURNAGHAN-NAKAYAMA RULE 
TABLE I 
Character Table for H~, ~(q) 
7\P [(1),(1)] r [~,.~5]r 
[(1), (1)]~ 1 0 
[~,  ~]~ 1 ~r L 
13 
TABLE II 
Character Table for H~, 1 (q) 
y \p  [(2), (1)] r [(12), (1)] r [(1), ~]~ 
[(2),(1)It q 1 0 
[(12),(1)]r --1 1 0 
[(1),.~]~ q -1  2 ~r~q 
TABLE III 
Character Table for H~, l(q) 
7\P [(3), (1)]r [(2, 1), (1)]r [(13), (1)]r [(2), .~53r [(12), .@]r 
[(3), (1)]r q2 q 1 0 0 
[(2, 1), (1)] r --q q--1 2 0 0 
[(13), (1)Jr 1 --1 1 0 0 
[(2), ~] r  q2 _ q 2q-- 1 3 Er~q -- ~r~q 
[(12), .~]r 1 --q q- -2  3 Er~q qEr~q 
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